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INORGANIC CHEMISTRY DIVISION COMMITTEE OF IUPAC
Meeting at Singapore, July 24-25, 2014

DRAFT MINUTES

Attendance: Present were President, Jan Reedijk (Netherlands); Vice President,
Lars Öhrström (Sweden), Past president Robert Loss (Australia ), Secretary, Markku Leskelä
(Finland); Titular Members: Tiping Ding (China), Milan Drabik (Slovakia), Daniel Rabinovich
(USA), Thomas Walczyk (Singapore),  Michael Wieser (Canada); Associate Members: Joseph
Buchweishaija (Tanzania), Ken Sakai (Japan), and National representatives: Yang F. Abdul Aziz
(Malesia), Ledda Meesuk (Thailand), Observer IUPAC past president Kaz Tatsumi (Japan)

Apologies were received from Titular Member Edit Tsuva (Israel), Associate member Javier
Garcia-Martinez (Spain) who could not attend.

Paragraphs in the minutes have been written in the order they were presented in the agenda.
Discussions were carried out in a few cases in slightly different order.

1 – Introductions and announcements (J. Reedijk)

The meeting commenced at 11:00 a.m. on Thursday, July 24, 2014. Div. President Reedijk
welcomed the members, and also thanked the AM and NR members for attending on their own
funding. Those present introduced themselves and described their professional affiliations and areas
of expertise.  Our local host Thomas Walczyk gave information on the practical things.

2 – Presentation and discussion of the Agenda (Reedijk)

The previously distributed Agenda was accepted by the meeting. Lars Öhrström volunteered to
collect the “Action Items” for this meeting which are added in these Minutes as Appendix 1.

3 – Approval of Minutes from Division Meeting in Istanbul (Leskelä) and status of the action
items from the Istanbul meeting (Reedijk)

Minutes of the Cologne (2013) meeting had been distributed in draft form previously and amended
according to corrections and comments received from the Division members and distributed by
email to the Division members a few weeks before the present meeting. The final copy will also be
available on the IUPAC Division II web page. The final version of the Minutes was approved
without further change and thanks to the Division Secretary.

The action items from the Istanbul meeting were included in the Minutes of that meeting as
Appendix 1. All of these items had been addressed by the designated individuals.



4- Report from the last elections; list of 2014-15 Division Members (Reedijk)

The list of members was reviewed (Appendix 2)

5 – Report of IUPAC Bureau and Executive actions (Reedijk)

The Bureau and Division Presidents met in Coimbra, Portugal. Reedijk reviewed the main items
that were discussed at this meeting. A short description is as follows:

The personnel in the IUPAC office has changed: Secretary general Rene Deplanque has resigned
and an acting secretary Colin Humphris has been appointed as acting secretary till the next General
Assemblee. Managing director John Peterson has also resigned and a new person is looked for.
Bryan Pearson who has been responsible for the IT sector has also left. Therefore the IUPAC web-
pages are not very updated. Improvements in the web-pages are needed and development work is in
progress.

Journals PAC and CI have a new publisher (deGruyter) and so far everything has gone smoothly.

Economic situation of  IUPAC is tight and budget cuts of 15 % have been made for all divisions
and commissions for 2014-2015. In reimbursements some new rules have been taken in use as has
been described in the web-page:
http://www.iupac.org/nc/home/projects/information-for-task-group-chairs/claim-of-
expenses.html?sword_list%5B%5D=2014

Election of new member for IUPAC bodies is a too slow process. A new model to speed up the
process will be taken in use. Election is prepared in a committee where the division’s representative
is the vice-chairman.

No separate bureau meeting will be organized in 2015, but the meeting is in conjunction to the
General Assembly in Korea.

The Russian Chemical Society has requested that the IUPAC Periodic table be officially named by
IUPAC as the D.M. Mendelejev Period Table. The issue has been discussed by the IUPAC
executive and an ad-hoc committee is nominated to investigate the matter and make a
recommendation to the Executive Committee. Division members favored the present form of the
IUPAC Periodic table.

A copy of the Report on Division II that Div. President Reedijk has presented in the meeting is
attached to these Minutes as Appendix 3.

6 - Reports from other IUPAC bodies and Affiliated Organizations

http://www.iupac.org/nc/home/projects/information-for-task-group-chairs/claim-of-expenses.html?sword_list%5B%5D=2014
http://www.iupac.org/nc/home/projects/information-for-task-group-chairs/claim-of-expenses.html?sword_list%5B%5D=2014


The report from Committee on Chemistry Education written by Javier Garcia was presented by
President Reedijk (Appendix 4). Javier had collected in the report a few items which might be of
interest for Div II. The activity of Javier as editor of a book (Chemistry Education, Wiley-VCH)
was appreciated.

Contact person for Div VIII (Chemical Nomenclature and Structure Representation Division) from
Division II was discussed. Jan Reedijk has been the representative, but a new person is needed.
Later in the meeting Dan Rabinovich was selected.

7- Report from Commission on Isotopic Abundances and Atomic Weights (CIAAW)
and its Subcommittees, including the relevant Project Reports (Loss, Ding)

Loss and Ding went through the report made by Juris Meija (Appendix 5). They highlighted the
most important aspects in the report: (i) the good media visibility of the 2013 IUPAC press release,
(ii) Web presence, in particular Wikipedia and the web-site ciaaw.org, (iii) isotope reference
materials manuscript, (iv) liaisons between different bodies, and the (v) core activity “Atomic
Weights 2013”. The project update was made later in paragraph 13.

The project on Redefinition of mole in which CIAAW is involved was briefly discussed. The Task
Group meeting was in July and possibly a manuscript draft will be ready at the end of 2014.

Report of CIAAW is in Appendix 5.

8- Report from the Interdivisional Subcommittee on Materials Chemistry (Drabik)

Milan Drabik told about a possible new project on Terminology of Nanomaterials and
Nanotechnology in Materials Chemistry, which has been discussed with Chris Ober and other
members of ISMC. The report is in Appendix 6.

Markku Leskelä added  that ISMC will have an off-year meeting in connection to the ACS meeting
in San Francisco (Aug. 10, 2014). The topics to be discussed there are (i) the ISMC educational
website which has been drafted by Ilya Zharov (University of Utah)  (http://iupac-
materials.chem.utah.edu/), (ii) suggestions for invited speakers for the materials chemistry related
symposia in 45th IUPAC World Chemistry Congress in Korea 2015
(http://www.iupac2015.org/main/gi_topics.htm),  and (iii) possible new projects.

9 – Reports from other IUPAC bodies and Affiliated Organizations

Markku Leskelä described briefly the meeting of Committee on Chemical Industry (COCI) in
Istanbul. The activities on regulation and safety issues and training program for young chemists
from developing countries and projects on Life cycle analysis, and Responsible care are on-going.
No information on a possible off-year meeting of COCI was available.

http://iupac-materials.chem.utah.edu/
http://iupac-materials.chem.utah.edu/
http://www.iupac2015.org/main/gi_topics.htm


Interdivisional Committee on Terminology, Nomenclature and Symbols (ICTNS) is represented by
Milan Drabik. He gave a report on manuscripts he has reviewed. (Appendix 7).

Redefinition of mole in connection to Systeme International d’Unites, SI, is waiting for the project
results (Paragraph 7).

10 - Division newsletter status and planning (Öhrström)

Lars Öhrström presented briefly the content of recent newsletters. For the next issue the deadline is
September 2014 and the 2015 issue will appear in summer. The distribution of the Newsletter was
discussed and one suggestion was to also place that on web-page of national chemical societies. For
the next issue a report from the Singapore meeting is needed and also a group picture. The task
group members of Div II projects will be asked if they have something to report in the Newsletters.

11 - Review of Division budget allocations and expenditures (Reedijk)

J. Reedijk presented the budget and expenditures of all divisions and commissions. He also showed
the project expenditures vs. budgets. During 2012-2013 Div II spent 97 % of the total budget
(55,200 USD). Expenditure has successfully been held close to the recommended 30/70 ratio for
Administration and Project work.  18,050 USD was sued for meetings and operation costs and
35,500 USD was used for projects.

J. Reedijk also showed the budget and its allocation for years 2014-2015. For Div II we have USD
48,600 from which USD 14,600 will be used for this meeting.

12 - Reports on recent, planned and proposed Division sponsored conferences

Div II has had in the past supported the conference series: High Temperature Materials Conference.
This triennial Conference was last held in 2012 in Beijing, China. No Division member is currently
associated with this Conference. Plans for the next Conference in 2015 are unclear.

The last Workshop on Advanced Materials (WAM) was held in Stellenbosch, South Africa in 2005,
and WAM IV was originally planned for 2008, but was never held. Efforts to revive this workshop
series have thus far proved unsuccessful.

Milan Drabik told about IUPAC sponsored the 11th Solid State Chemistry conference (SSC 2014)
held in Trenčianske Teplice, Slovakia, July 6-11, 2014. The conference was very successful and a
report of the program is in Appendix 8. Four IUPAC Young researcher prizes were given in the
conference.



Brian Korgel has applied IUPAC sponsorship for the 4th International Solvothermal hydrothermal
association conference to be held in France Oct. 2014. No further information was available. After
the meeting Brian Korgel was contacted and IUPAC sponsorship is still unclear.

Milan Drabik told about a new conference: 25th International Conference on Coordination and
Bioinorganic Chemistry to be held in Smolenice (Slovakia) in June 2015. The conference is chaired
by prof. Milan Melnik. This conference will apply for IUPAC sponsorship.

Jan Reedijk told about IUPAC requirements for conference sponsorship. The invited talks should be
published in PAC if possible. Sponsorship/IUPAC label can only be given countries which are
NAOs of IUPAC. An example from ICCC was given which for long time has had an IUPAC label,
but while it was now in Singapore (non NAO), the IUPAC link has been broken.

Meeting was closed 16.00

Division had a common dinner in restaurant Din Tai Fung in Paragon shopping centre.

Friday July 25

13 –Project-by-project review of project status (Rabinovich)

Ken Sakai who is the Div II contact person presented the situation in project 2009-045-1-200 on
luminescence spectroscopy.  No money has been used but the project is almost completed. A draft
report has been made and submitted to PAC.

Dan Rabinovich made the project-by-project review. He presented the last completed projects from
2013 although no projects have been completed during the last 12 months. Division II has xx
projects and the situation in each of them was reviewed.  From the 18 on-going projects 7 are
marked with red meaning that they are overdue.
See for details Appendix 9.

14 –Review of new project proposals (Rabinovich)

Project 2009-028-1-xxx proposal on Compilation and evaluation of isotopic fractional factors for
environmental investigations was discussed. No reviews were reviewed by the Secretariat. The
proposal will be resubmitted.

Project 2012-016-1-xxx Development of  an Isotopic Periodic Table for the Educational
Communities (Holden, Mahaffy). The project has been cancelled, reformulated and resubmitted as
2014-024-1-xxx on July 27. Project committee is committed and USD 4000 was approved by Div.
II. Also CEC will contribute this amount.



Project 2013-056-1-xxx on Nomenclature of Carbon nanotubes and Related Substances has been
submitted and reviewed but and it could be mostly Div. VIII. No information on reviews available.

The project for Terminology of Nanomaterials and Nanotechnology in Materials Chemistry was
already discussed in paragraph 8 and appendix 6. ISMC has planned also a new project on Magnetic
Information file for Magnetochemistry. Appendix 10.

15 – Discussion on the generation of future projects

The following topics were discussed:
- Daniel Rabinovich and collaborators are working on a Periodic Table of Life project. A proposal
will be finished during this year.
-  Definition of valence. Pavel Karen will be asked about the status.
- Tiping Ding will reformulate the Project 2009-028-1-xxx proposal.

16 – Status of the Information Package for new Division members (Öhrström)

Lars Öhrström presented the Information package content. The present content was considered
useful and informative especially for new members. No other division has a similar Welcome
package and it has been discussed if it could be modified so that it would suit for all new members
of IUPAC. The need of a flyer and pdf for young observers was discussed.

16A – Duties of Division members (Reedijk)

Jan Reedijk went through the list of members and their current duties. The missing representations
were completed.

17 – Review of Action Item list from this meeting (Öhrström)

The review of Action Items was made (Appendix 1)

18 - Report from project group on possible re-naming the IUPAC Periodic Table (Russian
request) and reshaping of the current IUPAC Periodic Table (Reedijk Öhrström)

As mentioned in paragraph 5 no report is available yet about the Russian request. The reshaping of
the present IUPAC Periodic Table (18 columns and lanthanides and actinides below it) has
constantly be discussed by some people. No changes are planned.



19 - Status of planning of the next year Division meeting in South Korea General Assembly

The meeting will be in the period August 7-11 2015 (2 days). The exact dates will be sorted out at
the end of the year.

20 – New Elements: status report and naming procedures; 112-118

Bob Loss explained the naming procedure. No new information from names of the new elements
was available.

21 – Any other businesses

Income for IUPAC: possible project to explore methods. It was discussed how to commercialize
things, but marketing help is needed. A project will be in pipeline.

Visibility of IUPAC in web (Wikipedia and social networks) was discussed. A project (2013-055-1)
is already going on. Lars showed the IUPAC Wikipedia page (it gets 100 visits per day) and
Division II page he has made. The work was seen important and Lars was thanked for the efforts. A
project proposal will be made on increasing the information in Wikipedia.

IUPAC Facebook is quite quit – most recent activities from 2012.
In Linkedin the number of members in IUPAC group is not high but small activities are going on all
the time.

Composition of the Division after 2015.  Drabik , Leskelä, Loss, and Tshuva have the last period as
TM and new people have to be elected. Preparations for elections have to be started in autumn.

22. Thanks and adjourn

J. Reedijk finished the general meeting at 13.10 and thanked the participants for an active meeting
and Thomas Walzcyk in particular for the hosting of the Division with gentle and warm way.

The farewell dinner was held in Blue Bali restaurant in the Botanical Garden of National University
of Singapore.



Appendix 1

Action Items from

IUPAC Inorganic Chemistry Division Committee

Singapore, July 24 - 25, 2014

 1. http://www.ciaaw.org needs to mention IUPAC not just the logo [Loss]

 2. Ask Brian Korgel about participation in Korea 2015 [Reedijk]

 3. Contact task groups chair for newsletter [Öhrström]

 4. Project update list for newsletter 1 September [Rabinovich]

 5. News items for newsletter 1 September [all]

 6. 2007-038-3-200 should be listed as completed [Rabinovich]

 7. Send updated welcome pack to secretariat and div. presidents. [Öhrström]

 8. Flyer+pdf for Young Observers and other prospective volunteers for the division. [Öhrström]

 9. Contact secretariat about people and extension 2009-026-2-200 [Loss]

10. Periodic table of life [Rabinovich]

11. Summary of proj. exp. add column for div. contribution [Reedijk]

12. Update list of duties. [Reedijk]

13. Planning for election and nomination committee [Öhrström]

14. Project to showcase how to use Wikipedia to promote and inform about division activities
[Öhrström, Wieser]

15. Add content to division Wikipedia article (notable people etc) [all]

16. Translate Wikipedia article [all]

http://www.ciaaw.org/


Appendix 2

Membership of Inorganic Chemistry Division Committee
2014-2015

Name    Status Term NAO

Prof. Jan Reedijk    TM – President 2014-2017 Netherlands
Prof. Lars Öhrström     TM – Vice President  2014-2017 Sweden
Prof. Markku Leskelä     TM – Secretary 2012-2015 Finland
Prof. Robert D. Loss     TM – Past President 2014-2015 Australia
Prof. Tiping Ding    TM 2014-2015 China/Beijing
Dr. Milan Drábik    TM-2nd term 2014-2015 Slovakia
Prof. Daniel Rabinovich     TM 2014-2015 United States
Prof. Edit Y. Tshuva     TM-2nd term 2014-2015 Israel
Prof. Thomas R. Walczyk  TM 2014-2015 Singapore
Prof. Michael Wieser     TM 2014-2015 Canada

Dr. Javier García-Martínez  AM-2nd term 2014-2015 Spain
Prof. Pavel Karen       AM 2014-2015 Norway
Dr. Adem Kiliç       AM-2nd term 2014-2015 Turkey
Prof. Rose-Nöelle Vannier   AM-2nd term 2014-2015 France
Dr. Joseph Buchweishaija    AM-2nd term 2014-2015 Tanzania
Prof. Ken Sakai       AM 2014-2015 Japan

Prof. Lidia Armaleo       NR 2014-2015 Italy
Prof. Yang F. Abdul Aziz      NR-2nd term 2014-2015 Malaysia
Prof. Amin Badshah        NR 2014-2015 Pakistan
Prof. V. Chandrasekhar        NR-2nd term 2014-2015 India
Prof. João Galamba        NR 2014-2015 Portugal
Prof. Stepan N. Kalmykov    NR 2014-2015 Russia
Prof. Sanjay Mathur        NR 2014-2015 Germany
Prof. Ladda M. Meesuk        NR 2014-2015 Thailand
Prof. Biserka Prugovečki     NR-2nd term 2014-2015 Croatia
Prof. Natasha Trendafilova  NR-2nd term 2014-2015 Bulgaria

10 TMs, 6 AMs, 10 NRs
AM = Associate Member
NR = National Representative
TM = Titular Member



Appendix 3

Report of Division President presented in Bureau and Division Presidents Meeting

The IUPAC Bureau meeting 2014 took place in Coimbra (Portugal), from April 11-13. All
presidents of the Divisions were present.

Parts of the meetings were split, like a 1:1 of Division Presidents with the IUPAC President, and
other parts were more a plenary form; Some 30 people were present altogether. Major items
discussed, and presented were:

a. OFFICE: René Deplanque, IUPAC Secretary General, resigned from this office early this
year, and during the Bureau meeting Colin Humphris, UK, was elected Acting Secretary
General. Meanwhile also the Secretary, officially: Managing Director, John Petersen who
only started his service in 2012 had to quit this office again in September 2013 for health
reasons. Currently, a new Managing Director is searched for. The call for applications was
published on the IUPAC website (a new MD is meanwhile appointed; see:
http://www.iupac.org/news/news-detail/article/announcement-of-appointment-of-dr-lynn-
soby-as-executive-director-iupac.html . Also Bryan Pearson who was responsible for the IT
and web services at the IUPAC Secretariat gave in his notice at the end of last year and left
IUPAC right after Christmas 2013. In the meantime the work at the Secretariat had been
temporarily supported by the Treasurer, John Corish, and the work in relation to the
Secretary is done by the Acting Secretary General, Colin Humphris, and Fabienne Meyers.

b. Efficiency of the Bureau meeting (against its cost): There will be plans to abandon the
separate Bureau meeting in the year of the general assemble, and now integrate it with the
GA.

c. The elections for Divisions (TM.AM.NR) appears to far ahead of the actual strating term.
This will now be postponed by some 7-9 months, and will primarily take place in the period
of April-June of the year of the GA.

d. The report of the Div President is attached as Appendix 3a (pdf).

http://www.iupac.org/news/news-detail/article/announcement-of-appointment-of-dr-lynn-soby-as-executive-director-iupac.html
http://www.iupac.org/news/news-detail/article/announcement-of-appointment-of-dr-lynn-soby-as-executive-director-iupac.html
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